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Phone: 650-289-7000

ASSET CLASS

TARGET 

ALLOCATION BENCHMARK PORTFOLIO / BENCHMARK QTR. CYTD 1 YEAR 3 YEAR 5 YEAR 10 YEAR

Portfolio

Inception Date

US FIXED INCOME 30% TRADITIONAL PORTFOLIO 6.2% 6.2% 15.0% 3.2% 6.1% 5.7% 12/31/2005

CORE / CORE PLUS 25% BBAG TRADITIONAL BENCHMARK
 2

5.6% 5.6% 16.5% 4.0% 7.8% 6.8%

HIGH YIELD 5% ICE BofA US HY ESG PORTFOLIO 5.6% 5.6% 15.9% - - - 8/1/2021

ESG BENCHMARK  3
5.6% 5.6% 16.5% - - -

US EQUITY 50%

LARGE CAP CORE 40% R1000 CASH PORTFOLIO 1.3% 1.3% - - - - 8/2/2023

CASH BENCHMARK
 4

1.3% 1.3%

SMALL + MID CAP CORE 10% R2500

NON US EQUITY 20%

DEVELOPED + EMERGING MARKETS 20% ACWI ex US

Benchmarks: Details of benchmark's history will be provided upon request.

2 - 25% BBAG + 5% ICE BofA US HY + 40% R1000 + 10% Russell 2500 + 20% MSCI ACWI ex US

3 - 25% BBAG + 5% ICE BofA US HY + 40% R1000 + 10% Russell 2500 + 20% MSCI ACWI ex US

4 - 90 Day T-bill

1 - Fund Performance is net of all investment management fees, brokerage, consulting and other transactions costs but gross of Placer Community 

Foundation administrative fees.  Returns greater than 1 year are annualized. 

PLACER COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE

PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE 1

PORTFOLIO ALLOCATIONS: Traditional + ESG (as of 3/31/2024)
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This report is provided for informational purposes with your consent. Your UBS Financial Services Inc. ("UBSFS") accounts statements and confirmations are the official record of your 
holdings, balances, transactions and security values. UBSFS does not provide tax or legal advice. You should consult with your attorney or tax advisor regarding your personal 
circumstances. Rely only on year-end tax forms when preparing your tax return. Past performance does not guarantee future results and current performance may be lower or higher than 
past performance data presented. Past performance for periods greater than one year are presented on an annualized basis. UBS official reports are available upon request.

Important information about UBS brokerage and advisory services. As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS Financial Services Inc. offers investment advisory 
services in its capacity as an SEC-registered investment adviser and brokerage services in its capacity as an SEC-registered broker-dealer. Investment advisory services and brokerage services 
are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are governed by different laws and separate arrangements. It is important that you understand the ways in which we conduct business 
and that you carefully read the agreements and disclosures that we provide about the products or services we offer. For more information, please review client relationship summary 
provided at ubs.com/relationshipsummary.

The information is based upon the market value of your account(s) as of the close of business on 3/31/2023, is subject to daily market fluctuation and in some cases may be rounded for 
convenience. Your UBS account statements and trade confirmation are the official records of your accounts at UBS. We assign index benchmarks to our asset allocations, strategies in our 
separately managed accounts and discretionary programs based on our understanding of the allocation, strategy, the investment style and our research. The benchmarks included in this 
report can differ from those assigned through our research process. As a result, you may find that the performance comparisons may differ, sometimes significantly, from that presented in 
performance reports and other materials that are prepared and delivered centrally by the Firm. Depending upon the composition of your portfolio and your investment objectives, the 
indexes used in this report may not be an appropriate measure for comparison purposes, and as such, are represented for illustration only. Your portfolio holdings and performance may 
vary significantly from the index. Your financial advisor can provide additional information about how benchmarks within this report were selected.

You have discussed the receipt of this individually customized report with your Financial Advisor and understand that it is being provided for informational purposes 

only. If you would like to revoke such consent, and no longer receive this report, please notify your Financial Advisor and/or Branch Manager.

Time-weighted Returns (after 10/31/2010): For reports generated on or after 1/26/2018, the report displays a time weighted rate of return (TWR) that is calculated by dividing the 
portfolio's daily gain/loss by the previous day's closing market value plus the net value of cash flows that occurred during the day, if it was positive. The TWR gives equal weighting to every 
return regardless of the amount of money invested, so it is an effective measure for returns on a fee based account. Periods greater than one day are calculated by linking the daily returns. 
All periods shown which are greater than 12 months are annualized. For reports generated prior to 01/26/2018, the performance calculations use the account's value end of day on the 
day of performance inception and all cash flows were posted at end of day for the performance calculation. As a result of the change (applying net positive cash flows that occurred during 
the day), the overall rate of return (TWR) and beginning market value displayed can vary from prior generated reports.

Accounts included: KX XX034, KX XX349, KX XX350, KXXX040, KX XX352, KX XX351, KX XX353, KX XX040, KX XX348, KX XX032, KX XX036, KX XX038, KX XX039, KX XX041, UX 
XX633, UX XX728, UX XX866, UX XX987, UX XX195, UX XX573, UX XX786, UX XX921, UX XX842, UX XX843, UX XX844, UX XX845, UX XX847, UX XX136, UX XX381, KXXX354, KX 
XX356, KX XX357, KX XX358, KX XX030, KX XX359, KX XX360, KX XX355, KX XX031, KX XX045, KX XX048, KX XX049, KX XX052, UX XX574, UX XX575, UX XX576, UX XX577, UX 
XX578, UX XX579, UX XX580, KX XX344
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